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By Victor Sanchez

Inner Traditions Bear and Company, United States, 2004. Mixed media product. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book. A 33-card oracle deck based on codices containing the
original Toltec wisdom tradition - An interactive oracle and divination tool that functions as a
sacred mirror for self-exploration and soul transformation - Contains over 200 exercises for
applying the message from the readings - Compiles the most important philosophical concepts and
teachings of the Toltec from original sources of Toltec literature, poems, paintings, and
philosophical texts - Artwork on cards is from original 16th-century Toltec codices Based on the
divination tool known to the ancients of Mesoamerica as the Cross of Quetzalcoatl, or
Tonalpohualli, The Toltec Oracle compiles the essence of the magical knowledge of the Toltec and
provides a sacred mirror with which to see the hidden truths and potential of our souls in the
context of the governing principles of life. The deck consists of 20 Tonalpohualli cards, calendar
signs that represent archetypal situations of life, and 13 Ruler cards, which depict the main deities
and sacred principles of the Toltec tradition. Using original sources of Toltec literature, poems,
paintings, and philosophical texts, The Toltec Oracle gives the meaning...
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ReviewsReviews

Excellent electronic book and valuable one. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am very easily can get a delight of studying
a written book.
-- Anastacio Kreiger DDS-- Anastacio Kreiger DDS

This ebook is amazing. It typically will not price excessive. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i recommended this publication to learn.
-- Rhoda Leffler-- Rhoda Leffler
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